Response of the ionosphere to the seismic triggered acoustic waves: electron density and electromagnetic fluctuations
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SUMMARY

We study the excitation of low-frequency (0.001–10 Hz) electromagnetic and density fluctuations in the ionosphere during the passage of seismic triggered acoustic waves (AWs). The study involves the generation of ionospheric currents by AWs and subsequent perturbations of the electromagnetic fields and ion and electron density. In this study, the non-local analysis of the fluctuations is carried out in the framework of hydromagnetic theory. Our objective is to examine the spatial and frequency distributions of these fluctuations and to compare them qualitatively with the available observations. The dynamics of both electrojet and F region of ionosphere are included. Also included are the effects of the dip-angle variations of the Earth’s magnetic field. Significant anisotropy and inhomogeneities are noted in the fluctuations. The amplitudes of current and magnetic field fluctuations are found to be maximum in the F region where ion inertia is large enough to support the plasma waves and where electron number density and acoustic wave amplitudes are also large. The density fluctuations also follow similar trends. Both electromagnetic and density fluctuations are large in the latitude region where the acoustic wave vibration parallel to the Earth’s magnetic field is large. The fluctuations have the tendency to be maximum in the 0.1–1 Hz frequency range. In this range, AWs driven currents and electromagnetic fluctuations may become of order of $\mu\text{Am}^{-2}$, $\text{nV}\text{m}^{-1}$ and $\text{nT}$, respectively in the F region.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ionosphere is a part of Earth’s atmosphere above 80 km which is significantly ionized and has, therefore, free ions and electrons. It mainly consists of two conducting layers known as E (80–130 km) and F layer (above 180 km). During the seismic activity, varieties of signatures are observed in these layers. These include the fluctuations in the ionospheric density or total electron content (TEC), height of the ionospheric layer and the electromagnetic fields (Yuen et al. 1969; Chmyrev et al. 1989; Lognonné et al. 2006, for a review of the TEC observations). These disturbances are detected from the dense GPS network and found to be associated with the acoustic-gravity (AGWs), seismic and Tsunami waves (Calais & Minster 1995; Afraimovich et al. 2001; Ducic et al. 2003; Artru et al. 2004; Hobara & Parrot 2005; DasGupta et al. 2006; Hao et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2006a). Signals are also detected with other techniques, such as the TEC measurements from the altimetric radars (Occhipinti et al. 2006) and ionospheric velocities measurements by Doppler HF radar (Artru et al. 2001, 2004, 2005; Liu et al. 2006b).

These observations indicate the existence of energy flow mechanisms from the lithosphere to the ionosphere. The coupling through AGWs is found to be quite effective (Lognonné et al. 1998; Koshevaya et al. 2005) due to their excitation by the displacements of the terrestrial surface and their large amplitudes at ionospheric heights (Ahmadov & Kunitsyn 2004). Lognonné et al. (1998) have shown that a fraction of about $10^{-6}$ of the seismic energy is injected in the atmosphere for frequency larger than 5 mHz via this channel. Moreover, at certain frequencies such as about 3.7 and 4.4 mHz, energy escape to the atmosphere is found to be an order of magnitude large. In the ionosphere, this channel should manifest in different phenomena, such as, the plasma wave excitation, linear and non-linear generations of electro-magnetic fluctuations and the oscillations of E and F-layers (Aburjania & Machabeli 1997; Occhipinti et al. 2006).
In this work, the excitation of ionospheric low-frequency electromagnetic and density fluctuations by acoustic waves is studied in the framework of hydromagnetic theory. This problem has been pursued in the past (Jacobson & Bernhardt 1985; Borisov & Moiseyev 1989; Surukov 1992; Pokhotelev et al. 1995; Aburjania & Machabeli 1997; Sorokin et al. 2006). However, these investigations are either confined to the E region where the large equatorial electrojet current (EEJ) flows in the presence of Cowling conductivity (Kelley 1989) or to the particular latitude with assumption of either vertical or horizontal terrestrial magnetic field.

Indeed, presence of large Cowling conductivity makes the E region a preferential location for searching any kind of electromagnetic fluctuations. On the other hand, the wind amplitude associated with the seismic triggered AGWs, that drives the currents in the present scenario, remains small in the E region. It becomes large only in the F region where electron number density is also large. Thus a large current is expected to flow in this region. The importance of F region in the excitation of AWs induced fluctuations was first pointed out by Woo & Kahalas (1970). Their 1-D non-local analysis revealed the coupling between AWs and ionosphere to be maximum in the F region. They had also found this coupling to be maximum in the 0.1–1 Hz frequency range. Their study, however, did not include the effects of Earth’s magnetic field. More recently, Rapoport et al. (2004) have investigated the linear-local effects of AGWs in the ionosphere and found the maximum response in the F region. The non-linear 3-D simulation of Sumatra tsunami (2004 December 26, epicentre: 3.3°N, 95.8°E, M ~ 9.3, depth ~30 km) also reveals similar features (Occhipinti et al. 2006, 2008). This confirms previous TEC observations after other large quakes (Naman et al. 2001; Ducie et al. 2003; Garcia et al. 2005a), and indicates that the maximum density perturbations generated by seismic waves to be in the F region. It is therefore, essential to include the F region dynamics in the investigation. Furthermore, knowing that the ionospheric conductivities have strong anisotropic nature with respect to the ambient magnetic field a realistic field geometry is requested.

Our objective in this study to examine the non-local behavior of the excitation of electromagnetic and density fluctuations in the ionosphere, to compare their relative magnitudes in the E and F region and to study their variations with respect to the dip-angle of Earth’s magnetic field and frequency of AWs. The set of hydromagnetic equations, described in Section 2, are solved numerically for this purpose. The results are discussed in Section 3.

2 NON-LOCAL ANALYSIS

The terrestrial ionosphere is a weakly ionized plasma where inertia of the atmosphere is much larger than the inertia of the ionized medium. The momentum transfer from neutrals to the ionosphere is effectively instantaneous while the transfer from ionosphere to atmosphere takes more than 2 hr (Kelley 1989). Thus, the atmospheric waves such as the AWs can be seen as the forcing or driving source whose characteristics remain undisturbed by the ionospheric perturbation, even in the extreme low frequency range. To study the excitation of fluctuations in the ionosphere caused by such neutral wave, we start from the momentum, continuity, Maxwell (in wave from, see Parks 2004) and Ohm’s law equations, respectively written as:

$$\frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (n_i \vec{u}_i) = P_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\vec{j}_i = \sum_s q_s n_i \vec{u}_s.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\nabla^2 \vec{E} - \nabla(\nabla \cdot \vec{E}) - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 \vec{E}}{\partial t^2} - \mu_o \frac{\partial \vec{j}}{\partial t} = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\nabla^2 \vec{B} - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 \vec{B}}{\partial t^2} = -\mu_o \nabla \times \vec{j},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\vec{j} = \sigma_0 \vec{E} + \vec{j}_w,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $(n_i, \vec{u}_i)$ are the number density, velocity of plasma fluid ‘s’ (s = ions(i)/electrons(e)), $(q_i, e_i) = (+Ze_i, -e)$, $(\vec{W}, \vec{g})$ are the amplitudes of AWs and weight acceleration, respectively, $\nu_s$ is the frequency of collision between species s-to neutral, $\vec{B}$ is the Earth’s magnetic field and $\vec{j}_w$ is the ionospheric current density caused by mechanical forces such as the AWs and pressure gradient. $(\vec{E}, \vec{J}, \vec{B})$ in above equations are the fluctuating electric field, net current and magnetic field in the ionosphere, $\sigma_0$ is the ionospheric conductivity tensor and $(c_i, \omega_i)$, $(c, \omega)$ are the thermal velocity of species ‘s’ and the speed of light, respectively. Here $(T_s, m_s)$ are the temperature and mass of the ionospheric species ‘s’ and $(\mu_o, e_o)$ are the magnetic susceptibility and dielectric permittivity in the vacuum. $P_i$ are the production and loss of ions and electrons by photoionization and chemical reactions. We assume temperature of ions and electrons to be the same as the temperature of neutral particles in the atmosphere.

In addition to wave eq. (4), $\vec{E}$ also satisfies the charge neutrality condition given by following equation:

$$\nabla \cdot \vec{J} = 0 \text{ or } \nabla \cdot (\sigma_0 \vec{E} + \vec{j}_w) = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Taking the divergence of wave eq. (4) and using above condition and vector identity, $(\nabla \cdot \vec{E}) \vec{E} = \nabla^2 \vec{E} - \nabla \times \nabla \times \vec{E}$, the following equation is obtained:

$$\nabla \left[ \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 \vec{E}}{\partial t^2} \right] = 0 \Rightarrow \nabla \cdot \vec{E} = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

which is the Gauss equation under charge neutrality condition, used to eliminate $\nabla \cdot \vec{E}$ in (4).

In this paper, we look for linearized solutions which can be expressed as:

$$\xi(\vec{r}, t) = \xi_0(\vec{r}, t) + \delta \xi(\vec{r}, t) = \xi_0(\vec{r}, t) + \int \delta \xi(\vec{r}, \omega) e^{-i\omega t} d\omega,$$

where $\delta \xi$ is the first-order perturbation (in time or in Fourier domain) over the steady state $\xi_0$ and $\omega$ is the angular frequency of the fluctuations. The steady state ionosphere is described as the stable equilibrium state without acoustic winds (i.e. $\delta \vec{W} = 0$). The gravity term in (1) is larger than the wind term above 400 km altitude where $v_e$ is less than 0.1 m s$^{-1}$. In this equilibrium state, the gravity is generally balanced by the pressure force and equilibrium electric field in the ionosphere. We will later assume that the gravity is not perturbed and that the gravity perturbation associated to the low frequency modes can be ignored here. Both the steady state wind, the gravity and the equilibrium pressure force will disappear in the linearized perturbed equation. Let us focus on the perturbations and neglect the time dependence of the steady state during the waves.
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propagation period. The above hydromagnetic equations then reduce to the following Fourier forms:

\[ i\omega \delta \vec{u}_s + \vec{u}_0, \nabla \delta \vec{u}_s = -c_f^2 \nabla \delta n + \frac{q_s}{m_s} [\delta \vec{E} + \delta \vec{u}_s \times \vec{B}_0 + \vec{u}_0 \times \delta \vec{B}] - \nu_s \delta \vec{u}_s + \nu_s \delta \vec{W} \]  
(9)

\[ i\omega \delta n = -\nabla (n, \delta \vec{u}_s) - \nabla (\delta n, \vec{u}_0) + \delta \mathcal{P}_s \]  
(10)

\[ \nabla^2 \delta \vec{E} + \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \delta \vec{E} = i\omega \mu_s \delta \vec{J} \]  
(11)

\[ \nabla^2 \delta \vec{B} + \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \delta \vec{B} = -\mu_s \nabla \times \delta \vec{J}. \]  
(12)

We will assume in the following that sound speed (500 < c_s < 1000 m s\(^{-1}\)) of the high altitude neutral atmosphere is large with respect to the steady flow typical velocities and that the advection term in (9) can, therefore, be neglected. Maxwell equations show also that \( \delta \vec{E} \sim c_s \delta \vec{B} \) and under the same approximation, the magnetic field perturbation term in (9) can be neglected with respect to the electric field perturbation term. Eq. (9) can then be rewritten as:

\[ [i\omega + \nu_s] \delta \vec{u}_s - \frac{q_s}{m_s} \delta \vec{u}_s \times \vec{B}_0 = -c_f^2 \nabla \delta n + \frac{q_s}{m_s} \delta \vec{E} + \nu_s \delta \vec{W} \]  
leading, therefore, to

\[ \delta \vec{u}_s = \frac{q_s}{m_s, \nu_s} \nabla \delta n + \frac{c_f^2}{\nu_s, \nabla} \nabla \delta n \]  
(9a)

where \( \nu_s \) is the mobility tensor described in Appendix A. For the continuity eq. (10), we will assume that the waves do not generate changes in the production processes and that \( \delta \mathcal{P}_s = 0 \). With the same assumption as above, we can rewrite eq. (10):

\[ i\omega \delta n = -\nabla \left( \frac{q_s}{m_s, \nu_s} \nabla \delta n \right) = -\nabla \left[ n_0 \frac{q_s}{m_s, \nu_s} \left( \delta \vec{W} + \frac{q_s}{m_s, \nu_s} \delta \vec{E} \right) \right] \]  
(10a)

In (11) and (12), total current density, \( \delta \vec{J} \), is given by:

\[ \delta \vec{J} = \sigma \delta \vec{E} + \vec{J}^w = \sigma \delta \vec{E} + \sum_z Z_z \left[ n_{0z} \delta \vec{u}_0 + \delta n_z \vec{u}_0 \right] \]  
\[ \simeq \sigma \delta \vec{E} + \sum_z Z_z n_{0z} \delta \vec{u}_0; \]  
(13)

and where \( \sigma \) is the conductivity tensor described in Appendix A. \( \delta \vec{u}_0 \) is the steady flow related to mechanical forces (eg. TIDs) and is neglected here with respect to the other term. Eqs (9a)-(10a) and (11)-(13) form the closed set of equations for this problem. These equations are solved numerically using the finite difference successive overrelaxation method. This algorithm was recently used by Alam et al. (2004, 2005) and Occhipinti et al. (2006) to solve the Poisson and continuity equations in the ionosphere. At first, (10a) is solved for \( \delta n \) assuming a null electric field perturbation. The \( \delta \vec{u} \) is then obtained from (9a), again assuming a null electric field perturbation. These first iteration solutions are subsequently used to calculate \( \vec{J}^w \) in (13). Eqs (11) and (12) are then solved for \( \delta \vec{E} \) and \( \delta \vec{B} \), and iterations are done for \( \delta n \) and \( \delta \vec{u} \) with (10a)-(9a).

In this investigation, a 3-D ionosphere is considered. It is extended from 90 to 600 km in altitude, \(-45^\circ \) to \(45^\circ \) in the geomagnetic latitude and 71–101° in the longitude. We note that the current continuity or closure is ensured everywhere in the simulation volume since eq. (7) is self-consistently included in the calculation. In addition, all boundaries are assumed to be transmissive so that the gradients in all the ambient parameters vanish at these boundaries. The radial components of \( \delta \vec{E} \) and \( \delta \vec{B} \) are continuous across the lower and upper boundaries since \( \nabla \delta \vec{B} = \nabla \delta \vec{E} = 0 \) everywhere. In addition, at these boundaries, the electron density of ionosphere is insignificant and thus the current density and conductivity are assumed to vanish there. Thus the \( \delta \vec{E} \) and \( \delta \vec{B} \) outside these boundaries satisfy the Laplace equation for low frequency electromagnetic waves. The derivatives of \( \delta \vec{E}, \delta \vec{B} \) and their tangential components at the boundaries are derived by equating the wave eqs (11) and (12) and corresponding Laplace equations at the boundaries and let then the thickness of boundaries approaching to zero (Sorokin et al. 2006).

### 3 Results and Discussion

#### 3.1 Atmospheric and Ionospheric parameters and amplitude of AWs

In Appendix A, the mobility and conductivity tensors appearing in (9a, 10a and 13) are derived using (9). These tensors depend on various atmospheric and ionospheric parameters such as the collision frequencies, gyrofrequencies or Earth’s magnetic field and the ions and electron densities in the ionosphere. In this investigation, these parameters are determined from the MSIS (Hedin 1987), IRI (Bilitza 2001) and SAM12 (Huba et al. 2000) models. The atmospheric neutral density and temperature, derived from MSIS model, are plotted in Figs 1(a) and (b). The ion-neutral and electron-neutral collision frequencies, derived from SAM12 model, are plotted in Fig. 1(c). The ionospheric electron density, derived from the IRI, is plotted in Fig. 1(d) for an early morning hour condition (5 a.m. at 101° longitude). The vectors in this plot represent the Earth’s magnetic field which is obtained from the IGRF model. In this figure, density variation with respect to latitude–altitude is shown at a particular longitude (101° East). The same scheme of representation is adopted in Figs 3 and 4 also.

The amplitude, \( \delta \vec{W} \), of AWs appearing in the eq. (9) is estimated using the wave-propagation model (Garcia et al. 2005b). The model solves the Fourier transformed 1-D (vertical) acoustic wave equation for a given ground displacement and frequency. The assumption of vertical propagation of AWs is justified because the acoustic rays reaching ionospheric heights must have incident angles at the ground lower than 6 degrees due to the atmospheric sound velocity profile and also because the vertical wavenumber is much larger than the horizontal wavenumber. The wind amplitude, \( \delta \vec{W} \), is estimated for 5 mHz frequency and assuming a 1 mm ground displacement. The 1 mm is a typical value of the surface wave amplitude of \( M \sim 8 \) quake worldwide. A 1 mm displacement at 5 mHz generates \( \delta \vec{W} \) of about \( 2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m s}^{-1} \) at the ground. It will be amplified with altitude, \( \gamma \), by factor \( \sqrt{\frac{\text{density}}{\text{density}}} \) due to the exponentially decreasing mass density \( \rho \) of the neutral atmosphere. This amplification results from the fact that at long periods longer than 20 s, the viscous losses are small and the kinetic energy of the wave is then conserved (Artru et al. 2001). The wave amplitude should, therefore, increase with the altitude as the density of the atmosphere decreases (Hines 1960). The amplification factor and wind \( \delta \vec{W} \) are shown in Fig. 2(a). The wind reaches the maximum 5 m s\(^{-1}\) amplitude at around 400 km and then decreases again due to the viscosity and thermal conductivity. In reality, the vertical displacement caused by the seismic waves varies significantly over the Earth’s surface (Lognonné et al. 1998) and the uniform displacement taken in this study is not realistic. To compare the theory with the observations of particular seismic event, determination of realistic distribution of surface displacement
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will be necessary, easily done by seismogram modelling techniques (Lognonné & Clévé 2002; Clévé & Lognonné 2003).

This assumption is however a choice of the authors, as we want to focus our paper to the neutral/atmosphere coupling effects and on the estimation of the ionospheric fluctuations and their variations with respect to the AWs frequency and dip-angle of Earth’s magnetic field, in both the E and F region.

3.2 AWs driven current ($\vec{J}^w$) in the Ionosphere

In (9) the terms appearing with frequencies $\omega$ and $v_i$ correspond to the inertia (IIA) and dynamo (DIA) induced accelerations, respectively. Their comparative role to determine the ionospheric fluctuations is related to the ratio $\eta_{i,e} = i\omega/v_{i,e}$ appearing in the mobility tensor in Appendix A. For wave of a few mHz frequency, this ratio is much smaller than unity in the E and lower F region and becomes comparable to unity above 450 km due to decreasing $v_e$ with altitude. Thus, the DIA dominates in the E and lower F region whereas the IIA becomes important in the F region. In order to understand this aspect quantitatively, the altitude variation of three components $J_{r,\theta,\phi}^w$ of current $\vec{J}^w$ are plotted in Figs 2(b) and (c) without the $\omega$ term (i.e. $\eta_{i,e} = 0$ in A1) and with $\omega$ term (i.e. $\eta_{i,e} \neq 0$ in A1), respectively. In these plots, the components are summed over latitude and longitude. Also the uniform-isotropic $\delta W_{r,\theta,\phi} = 5 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ is assumed in order to study the effect of altitude variation of $\eta_{i,e}$.

The two maxima in the perturbed current is seen in the plots, first in the electrojet (EJ) region near 105 km altitude and second in the F region. In the E region, all the three components of $J^w$ are unaltered with and without IIA term in (9). On the other hand, in the F region,
Fluctuations in the ionosphere during seismic activity

Figure 2. (a) The altitude variations of acoustic wave wind $\delta W$ and atmospheric amplification factor $\sqrt{\rho}$, (b and c) the altitude variation of components of current density $J^W_\phi$ without $\eta_i,e$ and with $\eta_i,e$, respectively. The currents in (b and c) are summed over latitude and $\delta W_{r,0} = 5 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ is assumed at all altitudes, latitudes and longitudes. (d) The altitude variations of components of (summed) $J^W_\phi$ with $\eta_i,e \neq 0$ and with $\delta W$ shown in Fig. 2(a).

components $J^W_\phi$ become significantly different with and without IIA. We note that the large $J^W_\phi$ flow in the F region due to the IIA and their amplitudes become as large as the $J^W_\phi$ in the EJ region. Such behaviour indicates that the inertia plays a vital role in determining the current distribution in the ionosphere, particularly in the F region. The $\eta_i,e$ dependency of the $J^W_\phi$ can be explained from the velocity expression (A1) which can be written in the following form, with $\delta u'_s$ limited to the part of the current directly related to the wind, expressed by

$$\delta u'_s = \rho \cdot \delta \vec{W}$$

and which components can be written as:

$$\delta u''_s = \frac{1}{(1 + \eta) \rho^2 b^2} \left[ (1 + \eta)^2 + \kappa^2 b_s^4 \right] \delta W_r + \kappa^2 b_r b_\phi \delta W_\phi$$

$$\delta u''_\theta = \frac{1}{(1 + \eta) \rho^2 b^2} \left[ (1 + \eta)^2 + \kappa^2 b_s^4 \right] \delta W_\theta + \kappa^2 b_r b_\phi \delta W_\phi$$

$$\delta u''_\phi = (1 + \eta) \kappa (1 + \eta) \kappa b_s^2 \left[ b_\phi \delta W_r - b_r \delta W_\phi \right]$$

We note that $\delta u''_s$ and thus $J^W_\phi$, is independent of $\eta_i$ as noted in Figs 2(b) and (c). Away from the equator, where $b_r \neq b_\theta \neq 0$, expressions for $\delta u''_s$ can be simplified to following form:

$$\delta u''_s \approx \frac{b_r}{(1 + \eta) b_\phi} (\delta \vec{W}); \delta u''_\theta \approx \frac{b_\theta}{(1 + \eta) b_r} (\delta \vec{W})$$

$$\Rightarrow J^W_\phi \propto \left( \frac{1}{1 + \eta_i} - \frac{1}{1 + \eta_e} \right) \delta W_r,$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $\delta W_r$ is acoustic wave wind parallel to Earth's magnetic field. Thus except at the equator, $J^W_\phi$ are driven everywhere by parallel
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component of \( \delta W \). However, these currents are significant only when \( \eta_{i,e} \neq 0 \). Moreover, \( J_{r,\theta,\phi} \) become insignificant in limits \( \eta_{i,e} \ll 1 \), \( \eta_{i,e} \gg 1 \). Thus, the contribution of IIA to current is significant only when \( \eta_{i,e} \) is smaller than unity but not very small and when difference \( \nu_i - \nu_e \) is large. These conditions narrow down the altitude region of maximum IIA contribution to somewhere in between 300 and 500 km.

In Figs 2(b) and (c), the AWs wind, \( \delta W \), is assumed constant with altitude. This was done to study the effects of \( \eta_{i,e} \) variations alone. In reality, \( \delta W \) varies significantly with altitude as shown in Fig. 2(a). One of the objective of this study is to investigate the effects of altitude variations of \( \delta W \) into the ionosphere. To study this aspect, current components, \( J_{r,\theta,\phi} \), are plotted in Fig. 2(d) for the altitude varying \( \delta W \) shown in Fig. 2(a) and with \( \eta_{i,e} \neq 0 \). In this figure, we find the similar features as Fig. 2(c) but with more pronounced effect of IIA due to the large \( \delta W \) (Fig. 2a) in the F region and vanishing small perturbation currents in the EJ region due to the small \( \delta W \) (shown in Fig. 2a) in this region. Thus the effect of the altitude varying \( \delta W \) is to rise the large currents in the F region as compared to E region. In Fig. 2(d), the components are summed over latitude and thus the latitude or dip-angle variations do not appear. This is not the case in Figs 3(a)–(c), where the variations of these components (not summed now) with altitude and latitude are shown. The considerable variations with dip-angle of geomagnetic field is noted in these plots despite a uniform \( \delta W \) taken over all latitude.

Figure 3. (a–c) The distribution of three components of \( \vec{J}_W \) corresponding to \( \delta W \) shown in Fig. 2(a) and (d)–(f) three components of fluctuating electric field \( \delta E \) (lower panel).
3.3 Electromagnetic and density Fluctuations in the ionosphere

The current distribution shown in Figs 3(a)–(c) includes the effects of $n_i$ and altitude variations of $\delta W$ and dip-angle variations. With such current distribution, the wave eqs (11) and (12) can be solved for $\delta E$ and $\delta B$. Their components are shown in Figs 3(d)–(f) and 4(a)–(c), respectively. Significant anisotropy and inhomogeneity in these fluctuations are noted. These arise partly due to the inhomogeneous and anisotropic conductivity of the ionosphere and partly due to the variations in AWs wind. The large parallel (to $B_0$) conductivity in the F region prevents the excitation of parallel component of $\delta E$ in this region. Thus $\delta E_o$, which has large parallel components at all latitudes in $-40^\circ$ to $40^\circ$ range, is excited in the E and lower F region, in spite that the large field-aligned current flows in the F region. This is also true for $\delta E_r$, component away from the equator. The component $\delta E_r$ near the equator and $\delta E_o$ at all latitudes are excited mainly in the F region since they have either no parallel components or very small parallel components. The large parallel conductivity is also responsible for the significant $J_{W,\phi}$ and so $\delta J_{W,\phi}$ components in the F region and away from the equator where $\delta W_f \neq 0$. This in turn give rise to large $\delta B_r$ in this altitude–latitude region. Similarly, in the vicinity of equator, significant $J_{W,\phi}$ and so $\delta J_{W,\phi}$ gives rise to the dominant $\delta B_{r,\phi}$. We also note that all the three components of $\delta B$ are of similar magnitude and $\delta B_r$ is only large by few factors. We have also noted that the spatial distribution and relative magnitudes of components of $\delta B$ vary with longitudes and $\delta B_r$ may become larger than $\delta B_0$. We have noted in previous section that in the presence of finite $\delta W_0$, the large current flows in the F region due to the inertia induced acceleration ($\eta_i \neq 0$). It can be thus said that $\delta W_0$ and $\eta_i \neq 0$ is essential for the significant current and magnetic field fluctuations in the ionosphere and particularly in the F region.

The density perturbation $\delta n = n - n_e$, estimated from eq. (10a), is plotted in Fig. 4(d). The considerable altitude and latitude variations are noted in the $\delta n$. It is maximum in the F region where $J^W$ is large. The maximum $\delta n/n_e$ is found to be 0.01 per cent of ambient density. In addition, the $\delta n$ is maximum in the vicinity of equator as well as away from the equator. The $\delta n$ variation is controlled by $\delta u_e$ (eq. 9a) and its divergence. We have found that in the vicinity of equator, the latitude variations of $\delta u_{e,i}$ are very large ($\delta u_{e,i}$ is shown in Fig. 3e) causing the large $\delta n$ near the equator. Away from the equator, the magnitudes of $\delta u_{e,i}$ are large due to large $\delta W_0$ (eq. 14) which gives rise to large $\delta n$ in this latitude region. It can be thus said that similar to electromagnetic fluctuations, the large density perturbation is caused by the large $\delta W_0$. Recently, Rapoport et al. (2004) have investigated the 3-D linear response of ionosphere during the passage of the AGWs. They have found that the magnitude of $\delta n$ depends on the angle between $B_0$ and vertical direction and that the $\delta n$ tends to be large for large angle. The recent 3-D numerical simulation by Occhipinti et al. (2006) has also noted the similar characteristic.

From these investigations, it became clear that the AGW’s wind component parallel to the $B_0$ plays the decisive role in determining $\delta n$, that is, large $\delta W_f$ gives rise to large $\delta n$. The similar result is found in this investigation.

We should point out that in this investigation, only acoustic channel of AGWs is considered. However, most of the energy of the AGWs resides in the acoustic-gravity channel much below the Brunt-Vaisala frequency. Moreover, the AWs have mainly vertical wind component while the AGWs have both vertical and horizontal components, that is, large $\delta W_0$ at all latitudes. The this investigation thus underestimates the amplitude of fluctuations as compared to the realistic case where complete AGWs spectrum should be considered. Nonetheless, few of the Doppler measurements and GPS TEC fluctuations can be qualitatively discussed here.

Artru et al. (2004) have compared the simulated AW’s wind fluctuations in the ionosphere and observed ionospheric Doppler velocity fluctuations during few earthquakes and found fairly good agreement between the two. In Figs 4(e) and (f), we present such comparison from this study where radial electron velocity $\delta u_{cr}$ and wind radial component $\delta W_r$ are plotted. We note that their maximum amplitudes are not very different and found to be in the similar altitude region. However, the latitude distribution is significantly different. On the theoretical ground, we expect the difference between two since the $\delta u_{cr}$ is considerably influenced by Earth’s magnetic field. As dip-angle increases, the $\delta u_{cr}$ acquires large component parallel to $B_0$, and this component is not affected by $\delta E_r$. Thus at large dip-angle, $\delta u_{cr}$ and so the Doppler velocity should become very similar to the $\delta W_r$ as can be seen from Figs 4(e) and (f). At small dip-angle, the difference between two remains large. Artru et al. (2004) have chosen the midlatitude observations in their study. In this latitude region, according to our results, the wind fluctuation and Doppler velocity should be similar as found by them.

Naaman et al. (2001) have presented the observations of ionospheric TEC fluctuations for few strong earthquakes. Their study shows that the main contribution to the TEC is from a region with maximum electron density. More recently, 3-D reconstruction of the TEC perturbation during Denali Earthquake (2002 November 03, epicentre: 63.5° N, 147.4° W, M ~ 7.9, depth ~4.2 km) also indicate the large density perturbation in the F region (Garcia et al. 2005a).

3.4 Coupling efficiency between AWs and Ionosphere

Woo & Kahalas (1970) have studied the response of ionosphere during the passage of neutral acoustic waves entering from below. Their 1-D analysis revealed that the excited wave in the ionosphere is an ion-acoustic wave (IAW) and that the coupling efficiency between AWs and IAWs depend on the frequency of AWs and has lower and upper cut-off frequency. The particle flux or wave amplitude
Figure 4. (a–c) The distribution of three components of fluctuating magnetic field $\delta \vec{B}$, (d) density fluctuations $\delta n$, (e) perturbed radial velocity of electron $\delta u_r$ and (f) perturbed radial wind $\delta W_r$.

was found to be maximum in the range of 0.1–1 Hz. To examine such selective behaviour in this study, we solve eqs (9a, 10a, 11–13) for frequency, $f = \omega/2\pi$, ranging between $10^{-3}$ and 10 Hz and assuming uniform-isotropic wind $\delta W_{r,\theta,\phi} = 5 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ in the ionosphere. The wind is also assumed to be constant with frequency (dash–dotted curve in Fig. 6a). The spectrum of estimated fluctuations ($\delta \vec{J}, \delta \vec{E}, \delta \vec{B}$) are plotted in Figs 6(b)–(d) as dash–dotted curve. In these plots, magnitudes of fluctuations are summed over altitude, latitude and longitudes and then normalized by the total number of bins. We note that the fluctuations are maximum in the 0.1–1 Hz frequency range similar to the result obtained by Woo & Kahalas (1970). As explained by them, this coupling window exists for two reasons: on the lower-frequency side, conditions are not favourable for the excitation of waves in the absence of inertia. As wave frequency increases, the inertia becomes important and waves of significant amplitude are excited provided the AWs find sufficient time to transfer the momentum to ionosphere. This happens for $\omega \sim \nu_i$ and in the 300–500 km altitude region where inertia induced acceleration has significant contribution to the current. In this altitude region, $\nu_{i,e}$ vary in between 1 and 0.1 Hz and thus fluctuations also maximizes in this frequency range. On the higher-frequency side (1–10 Hz), the momentum transfer from AWs to ionosphere becomes insignificant within the time-period of wave (eq. 14) and amplitudes of fluctuations again decreases. As the frequency approaches the ion gyro frequency ($\sim 600$ Hz), the fluctuations may again grow in amplitude due to the excitation of ion cyclotron waves (Kostarenko et al. 1997). In this study, however, such higher frequency range is not studied.
mizes below 0.1 Hz and accordingly the maxima in the fluctuations shift to the lower frequency range below $10^{-2}$ Hz.

The fluctuations amplitudes discussed so far in Fig. 6, corresponds to the early morning ionospheric conditions. Let us now examine the effects of local time on the amplitude of these fluctuations. In Figs 6(b)–(d), the fluctuations amplitudes are plotted as solid-circle curves for noon-time ionospheric condition. We note that the amplitudes of fluctuations are increased few times from their corresponding early-morning values. Such increase is caused by the increase in the density of ionosphere during noon-time which drives the large current. It can be thus said that for same magnitude of AWs, the coupling between ionosphere and AWs is more efficient during noon (or day-time) than the early-morning or night-time.

While studying the spectral features in Fig. 6, the wind amplitude is assumed to be uniform horizontally. In reality, however, the surface displacement during seismic activity and so the amplitude of AWs vary considerably over Earth’s surface (Lognonné et al. 1998). To see the effect of horizontally varying $\delta W$, two kinds of horizontally varying $\delta W$ are chosen and they are shown in Fig. 7(a). The $\delta W$ is still derived from the AWs model and its spectrum is same as solid curve in Fig. 6(a) and it has similar altitude variation as Fig. 2(a). The early-morning ionospheric condition is kept for the estimation. The corresponding spectra of current and electromagnetic fluctuations are plotted in Figs 7(b)–(d). We note that for different horizontally varying $\delta W$, the frequency range of maximum coupling remains more or less unaltered but the amplitudes of fluctuations vary significantly.

In Figs 6 and 7, the dominant contribution to the $\delta J$, $\delta E$ and $\delta B$ comes from the F region as noted in Figs 3 and 4. Thus the large current and electro-magnetic fluctuations of $\mu$Am$^{-2}$, nV m$^{-1}$ and nT magnitudes are excited in the F region of ionosphere in the vicinity of 0.01 Hz frequency. These magnitudes are comparable to the magnitudes of current and magnetic field associated with the EEJ region and reveal the importance of F region. The magnetic field fluctuation of nT magnitude in the F region below 1 Hz can be detected from the low-orbiting satellite such as the CHAMP satellite (Balais et al. 2005). The satellite orbits near 400 km, covers the frequency range 0.01–1 Hz and has the accuracy of 1–2 nT. On the other side, $\delta E$ in this frequency range can be detected from the recently launched DEMETER satellite (Parrot et al. 2006), but at an altitude much higher (About 700 km) and probably less optimum. Both satellites might be, therefore, useful to monitor $\delta E$ and $\delta B$ fluctuations in this frequency range. These measurements are expected to provide the further insight into the nature of ionospheric signatures during a seismic event. More investigations on these measurements and their modelling in the hydro-magnetic frame work are needed to understand their nature in the ionosphere.

The fluctuations magnitudes presented in Figs 3 and 4 correspond to the moderate seismic activity of 1 mm surface displacement and early-morning ionospheric condition. For larger seismic event like Sumatra ($M \sim 9$), the surface waves displacement was several cm and the amplitude of the excited AGW has became more than 100 m s$^{-1}$ in the F region (Liu et al. 2006a). Such increase in the amplitude of AGW wind should raise the $J^W$ to the value of 0.1 $\mu$Am$^{-2}$ as compare to 1 n Am$^{-2}$ magnitude in Figs 3(a)–(c). Assuming the noon-time electron density profile, this current can be further raised by few times (as noted in solid-circle curve in Fig. 6b). The electromagnetic fluctuations of nV m$^{-1}$ and nT magnitudes are expected to be excited by current of fraction of $\mu$Am$^{-2}$ magnitude. Thus, in the proximity of maximum coupling range, the strong seismic activity
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**Figure 5.** The altitude variation of average correlation coefficient deduced from the GPS observation during Denali earthquake.
Figure 6. (b–d) The spectrogram of current, electric and magnetic field fluctuations. All the fluctuations are summed over altitude and latitude and divided by number of altitude and latitude bins. The dash curves in (b–d) correspond to the $\delta W_{r,\theta,\phi}=4 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ (at all altitudes, latitudes, longitudes and frequencies) as shown in (a). The solid and solid-circle curves in (b–d) correspond to the altitude-frequency varying $\delta W$ shown in Figs 6(a) and 2(a). The solid-circle curves in Figs 6(b)–(d) correspond to the noon-time ionospheric condition.

and particularly the tsunami during noon-time should cause the nV m$^{-1}$ and nT amplitudes of electro-magnetic fluctuations in the F region.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this investigation, we study the excitation of electromagnetic and density fluctuations in the ionosphere during the passage of seismic triggered acoustic waves. We found that the acoustic waves drive large currents in the F region where their amplitudes and electron density are large. Inertia of ions is found to be essential for driving such large currents. The electromagnetic and density fluctuations excited by such current system are estimated by solving non-local hydromagnetic equations numerically. The fluctuations reveal significant inhomogeneity and anisotropy in space. The electro-magnetic fluctuation is found to be maximum in the F region essentially following the AWs wind driven current system. The density fluctuation also maximizes in the F region. It means that the maximum contribution to the TEC fluctuations from the GPS observation should come from the F region. In addition, all the fluctuations are found to be maximum in the latitude region where wind, $\delta W_{r}$, parallel to Earth’s magnetic field $\vec{B}_0$ is large. The $\delta W_{r}$ is thus another essential parameter, apart from the inertia, for large fluctuations in
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Figure 7. (b–d) The spectrogram of current, electric and magnetic field fluctuations for the horizontally varying $\delta W$ shown in (a). All the fluctuations are summed over altitude and latitude and divided by number of altitude and latitude bins. The solid-plus and solid-circle curves in (b–d) correspond to the altitude–latitude-frequency varying $\delta W$ shown in Figs 2(a), 7(a) and 6(a) (solid-circle).

the ionosphere and it is due to the extremely large parallel (to $\vec{B}_0$) conductivity of the ionosphere. Together with the large inertia of ions in the F region, it is exciting significant current and electromagnetic field fluctuations in the F region. The magnitudes of fluctuations are found to be extremely sensitive to the frequency of acoustic waves. The maximum coupling between acoustic waves and ionosphere is noted in 0.1–0.01 Hz. In this frequency range, the magnitudes of current and electromagnetic fluctuations in F region becomes of order of $\mu$A m$^{-2}$, nV m$^{-1}$ and nT. The low-orbiting CHAMP satellite covers this frequency range with an accuracy of nT and capable of detecting these fluctuations. More investigations on the such measurements during a seismic event and their modelling in hydromagnetic framework are needed to understand the nature of electromagnetic fluctuations in the ionosphere. The magnitudes of fluctuations also vary depending on the strength of seismic activity and electron number density. For moderate earthquake during night-time, the magnitudes of current, electric and magnetic fields are found to be of order of nAm$^{-2}$, nV m$^{-1}$ and pT, respectively. For large seismic events and particularly for tsunami during noon-time, the respective amplitudes may reach to nAm$^{-2}$, nV m$^{-1}$ and nT magnitudes.
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APPENDIX A

In spherical polar coordinate, eq. (9) can be written in following matrix form:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial u_r}{\partial t} \\
\frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial t} \\
\frac{\partial u_\phi}{\partial t}
\end{pmatrix}
= \varrho
\begin{pmatrix}
\zeta_r E_r + W_r - \frac{c_s^2}{\kappa_s} (\nabla \delta n)_r \\
\zeta_\theta E_\theta + W_\theta - \frac{c_s^2}{\kappa_s} (\nabla \delta n)_\theta \\
\zeta_\phi E_\phi + W_\phi - \frac{c_s^2}{\kappa_s} (\nabla \delta n)_\phi
\end{pmatrix},
\]

(A1)

where \( \varrho \) is the mobility tensor given by:

\[
\varrho = \begin{pmatrix}
1 + \eta_s & -\kappa_s b_\phi & \kappa_s b_\theta \\
\kappa_s b_\phi & 1 + \eta_s & -\kappa_s b_r \\
-\kappa_s b_\theta & \kappa_s b_r & 1 + \eta_s
\end{pmatrix}^{-1}
\]

and \( \eta_s = \frac{i \nu_s}{c_s}, \quad \zeta_s = \frac{\nu_s}{\kappa_s}, \quad (b_r, b_\theta, b_\phi) \) are the unit vector components of Earth’s magnetic field. The conductivity tensor \( \sigma \) in eq (6) is defined as:

\[
\sigma = n_s e(\varrho \zeta_t - \varrho \zeta_c).
\]